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Looking to get a head start in Creature Clicker and support the future development of the game, this will give you the benefit of
some extra DPS & Damage at the start of the game.

Purchasing this DLC will give you the following benefits:

+60 DPS
+24 Click Strength

+$10,000 In-game Gold
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Ah, Nancy Drew...these games were my childhood. My younger brother and I would play these games over and over again when
we were kids. I received two of them for my ninth birthday, and from then on, we were hooked on mystery solving! Our
teamwork always made the gameplay shorter, but we always had so much fun together! When I told my brother that I had
purchased another one, he was very excited and agreed to help me with this one. I'm currently a student at an all-women's
college, and he's getting ready to go to college in September, so I figured it would be good to compare my school to the school in
the game while teaching him some of the basics of college life. (Okay, this particular academy isn't really college, it's a boarding
school, but still...)

Speaking of all female schools...there are some similarities between my college and the school in this game that are frightening.
The most notable? "The Black Cat". At Agnes Scott College, there's a tradition called "Black Cat Week" in which the classes
compete to show off school spirit. The junior class writes and performs a play; there's big dance; we decorate the campus 
grounds...in this game, however, the Black Cat is the alias the culprit goes by.

Anyway, how IS this game? Like most Nancy Drew games...it's great! There's an engaging story, lots of challenging puzzles...my
brother and I were constantly guessing and second-guessing who the culprit was, and even when we thought we had it figured
out, we were wrong!

There are a few notes that I took during gameplay: one of the NPCs, Rachel, seems to be unique in that when Nancy talks to
her, she moves as Nancy speaks. The other NPCs remain motionless when Nancy delivers her lines during a conversation. I
wonder why this is? Maybe the developers were testing out new animations for future games?

Overall, I'd have to give this game a solid A. It's got replay value (especially because of Steam Achievements!), a good story,
challenging puzzles, and so much nostalgia if you grew up with the Nancy Drew games, like I did. Give it a go!. - Both 2 of my
Direct Input gamepads are not working.
No response from tech support.
Do you really expect all 4 players to have Xbox 360 gamepads?
This is my main reason for thumb down. 4 player local games sholdn't have problems like this.

- Matches are too quick for any hiding tactics, you will never use them. While you sit there like a vegetable "in an ambush" the
other players will get one kill after another and you will lose the game.

- Its easy to camp, should be fixed. It all happens because spawn points are fixed: even bots unintentionally camp you. You will
respawn quickly so AI will be near you when you respawn, and it will resume attacking you right away.. So far I'm finding this
game really enjoyable. The art style is really nice and although the gamplay is difficult I'm enjoying the challenge. Overall I would
recommend this game to anybody who is a fan of tower defence or just enjoys blasting away waves of cute monsters.. where's me
indy car. I once saw YouTubers play slow paced VR horror demos on the Oculus Rift DK1 back in 2012. While watching them,
THIS was the fantasy VR game that glimmered in the back of my head. I knew this new technology would one day let me fall into
a world with rich, varied environments to explore (and be rewarded for exploring), quick movement, tonnes of bad guys and a
sh*tload of weaponry at my disposal. I'll be honest, I've never played anything from the Serious Sam series before owning VR, but
this was one hell of an introduction to say the least.

I just want to say thank you to the guys at CROTEAM for taking the time out to do this for VR. In a market full of wave shooters,
teleportation and slower paced full locomotion, this was exactly the itch I needed to scratch. Now for my list.

PROS:
- FULL LOCOMOTION... need I say more?
- Great, old school arena styled fast paced shooting.
- A crap-load of weapons. Pistols, shotguns, sub-machine guns, chainsaws and even giant cannons are all dual wieldable and make
you feel totally bad*ss.
- Rich and varied environments that you feel inclined to explore for hidden gems.
- Online multiplayer and co-op support.

CONS:
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- You may feel uneasy during and after first few sessions. THIS DOES GO AWAY!
- Cutscenes are buggy and crash the game if I try to pull up the weapon menu.
- 1 second long loading screens sometime come up when moving between environments. Can be annoying when in the middle of a
shootout.

UPDATE SUGGESTIONS:
- Perhaps a player movement speed slider option to compensate for both first time players and elites.
- Option to turn off thumb stick rotation (I know there is one but it resets to right thumb every time I restart game)
- Maybe the jungle environment on the main menu screen could change up as you progress through the game?

Not much else for me to say. I f*cking love this game and can't wait to finish this review to jump back into it.. Sorry, this game,
even at five bucks, is too rich for my blood.

I get it -- it's a nostalgic look at the past. Here's the thing:

When I was a kid, my first computer was a TRS-80. Many people reading this might not know about the TRS-80 so let me describe
it.

The year was 1978. The TRS-80 was black and white, had the type of monitor that -- well, it was the stone age of computers, if
that makes sense. The memory size? 4k. That's K. Four-thousand bytes. That's it. You could upgrade to the TRS-80 Level II and this
took you to a memory size of 16k.

What's that, you ask? How did programs get loaded into the memory? Floppy disk? LOL, seriously, Silly Rabbit. There were tape
drives. That's right, cassette tapes. And a game like "Asylum" could take fifteen to twenty minutes to load. And if the volume was
too high on the cassette player? NO GAME FOR YOU, RELOAD. If the tape was old and the tape player kicked off in the middle
of loading? There were these flashing asterisks in the upper right corner of the screen and if there was an **E* for error -- time to
load it again. NO GAME FOR YOU, RELOAD.

One of the first games I had (and I loved) was Dancing Demon. Check it out here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YNT7nVOugTM

Another of my favorite games? The Temple of Apshai. WHich you can see here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=HiMtY5BxdM0

So let me explain -- the actual descriptions of a the rooms, you had to look them up in a manual. That's right, memory was so
precious that the programmers couldn't even put the descriptions of the rooms in the programming.

Finally, check out another one of my favorites --Scarfman. I got this for Christmas in 1980:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uIUxmqe3jA4

Okay, so this gives you a little background about XLarn.

How did computer games come about? Basically, there were bored graduate students who needed a break from keying in punch
cards into the mainframe. What's a punch card? Basically, each card was a line of code. You stacked them all together, perhaps
two or three hundred cards, and you would stack them in a reader that would load them, one after the other, into the computer.
Check it out here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=se0F1bLfFKY

Okay, so what's the point?

The point is that no matter how nostalgic you feel about something, don't let the feeling separate you from your money. In case
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you didn't know, the word nostalgia includes the Greek root for "pain" -- alg.

Why did I want to experience a game like this? This game proves that if you take a forty year-old game which essentially was
made by bored graduate students to see them through the wee hours of the morning -- well, you can't turn a sow's ear into a silk
purse.

No matter how nostalgic you might feel about those days and these days, don't spend your money. $5 is way way WAY too
much to pay for something that people that was cool before there were video arcades. There have to be so free versions
somewhere on the web. And if there aren't -- well, you don't need it that bad anyway.

One of the reasons that people liked games as they evolved and as the computers changed to meet the wants of the public --
there began to be this concept of "Saving" progress. People now talk about these kinds of adventures being rogue-like. If this is
what you could classify this as, then all I have to say is that rogue-like adventures p*ss me the f*ck off. And the more suspicious
I get that any modern developer creates a game as rogue-like to distract the gamer from a lack of depth and content.

What's a way to keep people playing? Well, you could basically provide them with a sh*t-ton of stuff to do. Or you could have
death be permanent and make the gamer start over. Which is cheaper to make?

The little boy in me misses the days of "Dancing Demon" and "Crush, Crumble, and Chomp". But the adult in me, you would
think, would be smart enough to understand that, just as Thomas Wolfe wrote, you can't go home again.

Well, here's the sad fact -- we're all getting older and marking time waiting for that ultimate moment that all mortals must face.
We're getting older and fatter. And no matter how much you want it, you can't get that feeling back, even for $5.. I generally
like RPGMaker or 2D style games because sometimes you can find really interesting and beautiful stories in them. This was on
of that games. Story and characters were interesting. You have to play new game+ to be able to understand story and see the
ending but it doesnt really take long. As you can see it only took me 6.2 hours even tho i fool aroung to listen music or play with
butterflies. Dont jugde, liked that blue butterfly.

Only downside i can think about this game as another user said story is linear. Game will take you to the place where you have
to solve puzzle instead of waiting you to figure out where to go and what to do. If they go with kind of open world selection
where you had to figure out where to go and what to do it'd be better.

Well anyway, i recommend this game for people who are interested in this kind of games. It would not amaze but it'd totally
make you satisfied.. Ok, as in my other reviews for such sims you need to ask yourself the question:

Why do you want to fly such an old simulation?

- You are flying a F-16 with the avionics of an "A" model (characteristic is the radar\/electro-optical display and the stores
control panel) and additionally via seperate addons the F\/A-18 Hornet and the MiG-29 Fulcrum.

- Participation in a serious and big training course. Lot's of Red Flag preset and theoretical training missions (Defensive BFM,
Head on BMF, Offensive BFM, Lessons from the manual etc.) and you can create and edit your own missions.

- Pete Bonnani's fantastic video lessons called "The Art of the Kill" are included. Learn how a dogfight is done properly, learn
maneuvers, learn to manage your energy (altitude for speed, speed for maneuvering), apply all this in the training missions at the
Red Flag menue.

- Record your flight's, analyze and evaluate them in the ACMI.

- Relive one of the first (if not THE first) effective padlock features in a simulation.

- Plan or edit missions, add another flight to perform a CAP over your target area or fly as the CAP and let your AI colleagues
do the dirty job.

- Pilot's have different skill levels, changing over time in one of many campaigns (Israel, Kuwait, Bosnia etc.)
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- Does work with modern peripherals. I tried it with my TM HOTAS Cougar + ECS Rudder and with my TM 16000M.
DOSBox needs to be configured properly and the function to be tested. Watch out for the Swap34 = true (or false) and timed =
false. Example: It's important to set the joystick = 4axis (for 3D Joysticks).

The truth is, that you could go for Falcon 4.0, install BMS 4.33 and go for the real and modern F-16 simulator, which simulates
various "C" models. Or you just want to relive, refly it and just be happy with the big content which this simulation is providing
and really spend some time in it.

I tell you, the atmosphere in most older sims are really worth it. You use the assets which were state of the art over 20 years ago.
You enter the 90's world, the 90's known war-topics (short after the end of the cold war) at the time (no terrorists, no F-22's or
other fancy technologies). If low-res graphics can't shock you, go for it. You will be dragged into the complete 90's world of
Falcon 3.0 Gold.

If you liked Falcon (3.0) Gold, try:
Digital Intergration - Tornado & Operation Desert Storm (PA-200 Tornado)
Microprose - Fleet Defender Gold (F-14B Tomcat)
Microprose - Strike Eagle III (F-15E Strike Eagle)
Microprose - Falcon 4.0 + BMS 4.33 Mod by one of the greatest communities (F-16C Fighting Falcon)

If you want to test your knowledge regarding energy management, have no missiles, no doppler radars, guns only:
Rowan's MiG Alley (F-86 Sabre F-80 Shooting Star, F-84 Thunderjet, F-86 Sabre, F-51D Mustang, MiG-15 & bis Fagot)

Remember, older games do work within DOSBox, still it is recommended to aquire some skills in configuring your DOSBox
and test various configs. You got lots of options. If your joystick doesn't work as intended, you got some lines to change to get it
to work. If you have questions, just ask.

Streaming and conserving old simulators as well as other military pc titles on known plattforms. Please visit, follow and enjoy!

___\/ Twitch \\___
__\/\/ Twitter \\\\__
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UCtoN73hHYN0oTlqknOwxIUw
(EDIT: The URL code couldn't be formatted properly with the Youtube link)

I'm also a curator in steam, trying to provide guidance to make good buys while also trying to prevent bad calls.
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MUST BUY! 10 intense race and Pra\u00ebm S1000RR is a must have bike!. Great game, Developers still putting effort into
making it better. Fun puzzle game, powers make it interesting. Easy to get started, hard to master. Makes you think a bit when
you get near the end. I will probably put another 20 hours in later on, lots of other games to play for now.

My rating 8\/10 - AKA great game for price.. Kult: Heretic Kingdoms is a refreshing oddity among action RPGs that's worth a
playthrough as long as you go into it with the right expectations. This isn't a fast-paced, loot-em-up like Diablo 2, and the game
doesn't have the staying power of classics of the genre. Nevertheless there are a few mechanics at play here that you hardly see
at all in other games:

The first is the Dreamworld mechanic, which you can travel to and from as you crawl through stages. The Dreamworld reveals
more enemies to you and, in effect, doubles the amount of time you might spend in an area.

The other is the attunement system. Character advancement is predicated on leveling weapons and armor that have different
attributes in order to unlock attunements. Attunements are (mostly) passives that you equip to a limited number of slots, and
each has its own requirements. For example, some might require you to forgo armor. In terms of gameplay, this system
encourages you to juggle outfits and diversify your play style.

Do either of these systems make up for the game's flaws? Not entirely. Combat is often awkward. Managing the inventory is a
pain. The AI is sometimes brain-dead, and enemies can be sniped off screen. Quest progression isn't intuitive: An NPC will tell
you to talk to them again in a few days when, in fact, you need to go do other things. Despite these flaws, the game is unique
enough to keep your attention if you're looking for a more colorful, story-driven Diablo 1-esque ARPG.. A very good game. It's
those old brick breaking games renewed. And it has a very good soundtrack too!. I was hyped for this game and really want to
support TFS, but unfortunately it lacks any kind of singleplayer mode as well as online multiplayer. Controls are also somewhat
confusing and there's no way to use mouse and keyboard that I've discovered. Perhaps these things may be added in the future,
but for now I cannot recommend this game.. A great old-school arcade game. An arena munster-basher with pitch perfect
difficulty and a nice "rogue-like" progression system that eases you in to the game nicely.
Brainless and repetitive, two of a gamers favourite things. A good game to have on whilst playing music or podcasts or
whatever.

Slowly unlock the weapons and magic, beat the game, beat hardcore and then work on beating your times.
There's lots of replay value here if you're a score chaser, and if you're anything like me, it'll take you a good 25 hours to finally
beat hardcore.

I'd like to see a "competitive" mode that gave you no power ups and had set enemies and weapons, as there is a bit of luck
involved in climbing your way up the leaderboard at the minute.
For example, if you get a "double damage" drop on a boss, you're laughing.

My favourite type of game, all game and no guff. Pure, distilled, undiluted, arcade joy. Highly recommended.
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